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Abstract. Tracing nefarious HTTP activity to its source is sometimes extremely 
difficult when HTTP (and/or SOCKS) proxies are used for origin obfuscation.  
This paper describes a technique for tracing HTTP traffic through one or more 
non-cooperating HTTP (and/or SOCKS) proxies.  The technique uses only pas-
sive observations of TCP/IP headers.  Furthermore, the technique need only ob-
serve a single direction of the underlying TCP flows, i.e. the technique is 
asymmetric-route-robust.  The technique represents a set of HTTP transactions 
as an activity profile.  These profiles may be either distilled from passive net-
work observations, or logged by a cooperating web server.  Using statistical 
correlation techniques, we can trace both end-to-end SSL-encrypted HTTP, and 
unencrypted HTTP despite the source obfuscation methods employed by many 
contemporary proxies.  The technique may be used to narrow the search space 
before applying other more resource intensive traceback techniques. 

1   Introduction 

Identifying the origin of Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) activity is sometimes 
extremely important.  HTTP activity may be the direct transport mechanism of a net-
work-borne attack.  For example, an attacker may attempt a brute force password 
cracking attack against a web server; or, attempt to exploit vulnerabilities within a 
web server’s software.  Other times the HTTP activity is a client accessing an other-
wise legitimate web service, but for illegitimate purposes.  For example, a spy may 
exchange stolen data through a web-based file sharing service; a terrorist may com-
municate using a web-based email service; or, a criminal may fraudulently access a 
banking web site. 

Identifying the origin of HTTP activity can be difficult when technologies de-
signed to obscure the source are employed.  Among these technologies are HTTP 
proxies.  HTTP proxies can be configured to obfuscate the origin of HTTP activity by 
removing easily traceable information such as IP source addresses.  Furthermore, 
HTTP proxies can be “chained” together effectively creating multiple layers of origin 
obfuscation.  There are thousands of publicly available HTTP proxies on the Internet 
(see, for example, http://www.proxy.org).  Furthermore, remotely compromised hosts 
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can be configured to operate as private HTTP proxies that can then be used to obfus-
cate the origin of nefarious activity. 

This paper describes our HTTP traceback technique for tracing HTTP activity 
backwards, from the destination server, through some non-cooperating HTTP proxies, 
and toward the origin of the activity.  Our technique requires only passive network 
observations of TCP/IP headers.  Furthermore, the technique requires only unidirec-
tional observations and as such is robust in the presence of asymmetric routing.  The 
technique works with end-to-end SSL-encrypted HTTP.  The technique also works 
with unencrypted HTTP traffic that is transformed by some HTTP proxies.  The tech-
nique relies upon the variability of message sizes and timing within HTTP sessions.  
The technique further relies upon proxies applying repeatable transformations to the 
HTTP messages.  Generally, aspects of the technique can be applied to traceback of 
other remote procedure call (RPC)-like protocols such as Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture (CORBA), Microsoft RPC/Distributed Component Object Model 
(MSRPC/DCOM), Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), etc. 

Several studies [1], [2], [3], [6] have explored a related problem – the weaknesses 
of using SSL for cloaking the content of HTTP communication.  In general, these 
studies suppose a prior catalog of fingerprinted web content; SSL-encrypted HTTP 
traffic is observed and fingerprinted; by correlating the traffic and cataloged finger-
prints, the observer can infer the web pages accessed.  In these studies, HTTP session-
specific variable factors such as browser software, browser cache state, web content 
changes, etc. partially confound the comparison of observed traffic with the separately 
cataloged web content.  Detection thresholds are adjusted appropriately.  Conse-
quently, false-positives and false-negatives are a recurring issue.   

Our approach utilizes similar methods for extracting features from HTTP connec-
tions, it relies partially upon the same variability of object sizes documented in those 
studies, and it is sensitive to many of the same countermeasures.  However, because 
we have different objectives, we frame our problem differently and make different as-
sumptions.  We seek to trace HTTP activity backward from the HTTP server, past 
non-cooperating proxies, and toward the client.  We suppose multiple simultaneous 
network traffic observations from various points within the Internet.  Our approach 
functions in both online-distributed traceback [4], [5] and offline-centralized trace-
back environments. When we compare traffic observations, we are trying to find the 
same HTTP session.  And so the same session-specific variation that confounds the 
alternative perspective (matching traffic to web pages) tends to assist us in distin-
guishing HTTP sessions. 

In this paper, we first describe the HTTP traceback problem in abstract terms.  
Next, we outline the traceback technique, noting two key observations about HTTP 
traffic and proxy behavior, and commenting on the correlation method.  We then pre-
sent an initial evaluation where we confirm our key observations. 

2   Problem Statement 

Fig. 1, below, depicts a reference network topology.  The figure shows three web 
servers ( 1S , 2S , and 3S ), two proxies ( 1P , and 2P ), and two clients ( 1C , and 2C ).  

The lines connecting clients, proxies, and web servers indicate who communicates  
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directly with whom.  The lines hide the complexity of network switches, routers, and 
links; in other words, the lines are like the typical “network cloud”.  While this com-
munication often occurs over multiple parallel TCP connections, this figure does not 
show that detail.  Each HTTP transaction consists of a request sent by a client to a 
server, and a response sent by the server back to the client.  A single TCP connection 
carries one or more HTTP transactions.  Discrete HTTP transactions are indicated in 
the figure by iv , jw , and kx  with various accent marks.  When a transaction has been 

transformed by a proxy, its indication is changed by changing the accent mark (“¯”, 
“^”, or “~”). 
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Fig. 1. Reference Network Topology. Targeted servers ( 1S , 2S , and 3S ), HTTP proxies 
( 1P , and 2P ), and HTTP clients ( 1C , and 2C ) are shown. 

The reference network figure shows client-server communication paths via two 
proxies in tandem, i.e. proxy chaining.  This may  occur either by proxy configura-
tion, or by a client tunneling requests through proxies.  A client can tunnel requests by 
using an HTTP proxy’s “CONNECT” method, or by using a SOCKS proxy. 

We now offer some concrete examples using Fig. 1.  We first frame these exam-
ples as if there were an omniscient traceback oracle to illustrate the types of traceback 
requests that can be answered positively.  Suppose 3S  determined HTTP traceback 

was needed for a transaction set { }31, xx .  It would describe that transaction set in 

some way, and query the oracle.  The oracle would respond positively and indicate 
the path 3121 SPPC ↔↔↔ .  Had 3S  instead requested traceback of { }321 ,, xxx  

(i.e., transactions mixed from different clients), the oracle would respond negatively 
as there is no single client-server path that contains that entire transaction set.  Alter-
natively, 3S  could request traceback of { }41,vv  or { }32 ,vv  and receive positive re-

sponses.  Other combinations of iv , jw , and kx  would not yield positive responses 

either because they would mix client transactions, or represent too small of a transac-
tion set. 

We now reframe the preceding examples by replacing the omniscient oracle with 
more realistic passive network listening posts.  These listening posts are deployed at 
discrete points within the network.  A listening post can only detect similar transac-
tion sets that happen to appear at its discrete observation point; furthermore, when it 
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does detect a similar transaction set, it can only identify the immediate transport layer 
endpoints within the proxy chain.  For example, listening posts that happen to observe 
the 21 PC ↔  segment of the 3121 SPPC ↔↔↔  path can detect the { }31, xx  trans-

action set (appearing on that segment as { }31
~,~ xx ) and identify 1C  and 2P  as end-

points of a segment of the path.  Listening posts that do not observe any segment of 
the 3121 SPPC ↔↔↔  path cannot detect the { }31, xx  transaction set. 

3   HTTP Traceback Technique 

For the purposes of this technique, we define an HTTP session as a set of HTTP 
transactions between a client and a server.  An HTTP transaction is an operation  
such as “GET /pathname/objectname.type.”  It is communicated by a request mess-
age sent from a client to a server and the resulting response message sent by  
the server back to the client.  A transaction profile (TP) is a three-tuple 
( )erequestTimzeresponseSierequestSiz ,,  that represents a transaction’s messages.  A 

transaction set profile (TSP) is a set of TPs.  A session profile (SP) is a set of TPs that 
represent transaction messages from a single HTTP session.  We redefine HTTP 
traceback in these terms as follows:  Given an SP observed near a server, determine 
whether a corresponding set of TPs exists within a TSP observed near a client. 

Fig. 2, below, shows some sample TSP data1, and diagrams how the source data 
was collected, processed into TSPs, and then correlated.  The plot in the left side 
shows the erequestSiz  and zeresponseSi components of selected TSPs; the schematic  
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Fig. 2. Example Transaction Set Profile and Session Profile. Note, the filled vs. empty box 
indications within the Transaction Set Profile (TSP) are not actually indicated within the TSP.  
We have indicated them here to show how the Session Profile (SP) and TSP correlate. 

 
                                                           
1 The data shown here is from an initial evaluation of our traceback technique.  Later in this pa-

per, we will discuss that evaluation further. 
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in the top-right diagrams how the data was collected.  We configured an HTTP client 
(Firefox) to use an HTTP proxy (Squid, see http://www.squid-cache.org), and then 
browsed an HTTP server.  Simultaneously, we captured packets using tcpdump at two 
points depicted in the figure by magnifying glasses.  The TCP/IP headers going from 
“Proxy” to “Server” were processed to create a TSP, and that TSP is presumed to be 
an SP (triangles) because there was only one proxy client.  Similarly the TCP/IP 
headers going from the “Client” to “Proxy” were processed to create another TSP 
(filled and empty boxes).  The plot within the figure shows seven seconds of this data. 

Our traceback technique is based on two key observations: 

1. Non-trivial HTTP sessions can be fingerprinted by their SPs.  In Fig. 2, the pat-
tern of triangles is an example fingerprint.  Previous studies [3], [6] have estab-
lished the variability in object lengths, across large sets of web pages.  Our SPs 
include additional information from the HTTP session ( erequestSiz  and 

erequestTim ) thus yielding even greater variability. 

2. Today’s common HTTP proxies transform request and response messages in 
predicable ways.  Within an HTTP session, these transformations share common 
properties.  Therefore, a session’s SPs as observed on opposite sides of a proxy 
share distinctive characteristics.  In Fig. 2 the TSP subset indicated with filled-
boxes has the same pattern as the SP indicated with triangles.  In this example, 
each filled-box is offset by -88 bytes in the erequestSiz  dimension, and +51 

bytes in the zeresponseSi  dimension from its corresponding triangle.  In other 

words, in this example the proxy added 88 bytes to the client’s HTTP requests 
before forwarding them to the server, and the proxy added 51 bytes to the 
server’s HTTP responses before forwarding them to the client.2 

 

Note that the plot in Fig. 2 does not represent the erequestTim  components of ei-

ther the SP or TSP.  That temporal component does contribute to the uniqueness of 
any given SP.  Additionally, HTTP proxies are expected to slightly delay HTTP re-
quests and that delay is expected to vary slightly.  Therefore, the temporal component 
can be used when correlating SPs against TSPs.  Elements of the figure’s triangular 
SP and filled-box TSP can be paired in a way that yields a constant erequestSiz  and 

zeresponseSi  difference.  That pairing yields a small erequestTim  difference and that 

difference varies slightly. 

4   Initial Evaluation 

We have begun evaluating this traceback technique using a limited dataset.  Fig. 2, intro-
duced above, diagrams the data collection arrangement.  Network traffic was recorded at 
two points: (1) between the proxy and the far-end web servers, and (2) between the client 
and the proxy.  The client and proxy were specifically setup for this evaluation; the net-
work and far-end servers were uncontrived. We recorded approximately 8 minutes of 

                                                           
2 More precisely, the proxy server added/removed/modified headers having the net effect of 

changing the request/response message sizes.  In this example, the net effect of the changes 
added bytes. 
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network traffic.  Five different web-based services were accessed and eight different web 
sites were identified as providing those five services. 

Working only from TCP/IP headers in the “forward” direction, 734 transactions were 
identified and profiled between the client and the proxy (i.e., a TSP); similarly, 520 
transactions were identified and profiled between the proxy and the eight web servers 
(i.e., eight SPs).  Therefore, for each of the eight SPs, we expect to find the entire SP 
within the TSP with some constant difference in erequestSiz  and zeresponseSi , and a 

small slightly varying difference in erequestTim .  However, in the course of attempting 

to correlate those eight SPs against the TSP, we discovered two minor difficulties.3   
These difficulties are a direct consequence of our limited perspective (unidirectional 
TCP/IP headers), and are limited to the last transaction of each TCP connection.  There-
fore, we have excluded the last transaction of each TCP connection from our SPs.  We 
call the remaining transactions the “Non-FIN” transactions. 

Table 1, below, lists the eight websites, the length of their SPs, and data showing 
how well their SPs correlated with the TSP.  The correlation method considers hypo-
thetical offsets in erequestSiz  and zeresponseSi , seeking to identify the “best” hy-

pothesis.  We define the best hypothesis as one that matches the largest portion of the 
SP within the TSP.   The first four servers’ SPs were found entirely within the TSP.  
That is, all Non-FIN SP elements were found within the TSP by applying a fixed off-
set to erequestSiz  and zeresponseSi .  The next two servers’ SPs were only partially  

 

Table 1. Initial Evaluation Data. Eight SPs and correlation with TSP are shown. 

 Number of 
Transactions 

Number of  Matching 
Transactions 

Best Hypoth. 
Delay 

Web Server All Non-
FIN 

Best 
Hypothesis 

Next Best 
Hypothesis 

Avg. 
(ms) 

S.D. 
(ms) 

www.washingtonpost.com 58 50 50 2 14 46 

media.washingtonpost.com 47 44 44 3 22 79 

mail.google.com 88 62 62 3 12 15 

cdn.mapquest.com 117 113 113 10 18 64 

www.box.net 140 127 117 11 14 79 

www.mapquest.com 20 17 11 5 45 85 

web.mapquest.com 6 0 N/A (no non-FIN transactions) 

x.y.hotmail.msn.com 7 0 N/A (no non-FIN transactions) 

                                                           
3 First, we use TCP acknowledgement numbers to infer data flow in the unobserved direction.  

That works well except for the ambiguous connection close sequence. That ambiguity leads to 
an occasional off-by-one error in the inferred zeresponseSi  for that last transaction over 

each TCP connection.  Second, an HTTP server usually signals within a transaction’s headers 
that it intends to close the TCP connection after completing that connection. We have ob-
served, however, that the presence of such signaling is sometimes dependent on the HTTP re-
sponse message body’s content-type.  Since the header size is based upon something we do 
not observe, we can’t easily correlate the last transaction of a TCP connection observed be-
tween a proxy and a web server.   
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found within the TSP.  In all cases, the “next best” hypothesis matched a significantly 
smaller portion of the SP.  Considering the first server, all SP subsets of three or more 
elements will correlate with precisely the correct elements of the TSP.  This precision 
gives us hope that the traceback technique will have a low false-positive rate. 

Each of the “best” hypothetical offsets implies a particular pairing of most (and 
sometimes all) SP elements to TSP elements.  From those implied pairings we can 
evaluate the differences in erequestTim , i.e. the implied transit delays.  Table 1 

shows the average and standard deviation of the delays implied by the best hypothe-
ses.  Note that these hypothetical matches were formed without regard to time, yet the 
resulting delays implied are all small in average and with small standard deviation.  
Evidently, the correlation method’s best hypotheses did not mismatch SP elements 
with TSP elements. 

Note, we expected to find, but did not find, all elements of each SP within the TSP.  
In the case of the www.box.net, ten SP elements were inconsistent with the best hy-
pothesis.  Those ten elements, however, were all consistent with the next best hy-
pothesis.  That is, the entire SP can be found within the TSP by applying one of two 
offsets to each SP element.  In the case of www.mapquest.com, six SP elements were 
inconsistent with the best hypothesis.  However, in this case two additional hypothe-
ses are necessary to locate all SP elements within the TSP.   By inspecting the packet 
contents, we have determined why these additional hypotheses are necessary.  For 
www.box.net, a particular hop-by-hop header in the server response messages (“keep-
alive”) had one length in 117 transactions, and another length in ten transactions.  For 
www.mapquest.net, the client included an atypical cache-control directive in five re-
quests, and the server added extraneous whitespace to the “content-length” header in 
one response.  Evidently, a small number of intra-session behavioral variations, by 
both clients and servers, do sometimes occur.  We will consider enhancing our corre-
lation method to consider a small set of hypothetical offsets that match the largest 
portion (or the entirety) of the SP within the TSP. 

5   Conclusion 

Our initial evaluation is intended to motivate design, and to validate the observations 
underlying the traceback technique.  From that evaluation, we believe that the trace-
back technique shows promise.  We have noted some difficulties and will explore the 
enhancement we suggested.  Furthermore, we are planning a more comprehensive 
evaluation that involves a greater variety of websites accessed, simultaneous users ac-
cessing the same websites, and considers additional proxy implementations.  That 
more comprehensive evaluation is expected to reveal instances of false-positives, i.e. 
of TSPs incorrectly identified as bearing an SP’s fingerprint.  Hopefully the unique-
ness of HTTP activity profiles will result in low false-positive rates.  The characteris-
tics of those false-positives may yet motivate new traceback techniques. 

The widespread availability of HTTP proxies (both publicly available with many 
users, and privately setup on compromised hosts) offers hackers, spies, terrorists, and 
even rote criminals opportunities to hide their true location while using the Internet.  
The HTTP traceback technique outlined in this paper is a valuable tool in tracking 
their location. 
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